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When a business stagnates, struggles, or can’t 
even get started, Negative Nellies come out of the 
woodwork.  “Poor concept”, “bad management”, 
“short on capital”, “lousy economy” is what you 
may hear.

The truth is, there are numerous reasons for 
business downturns.  But the one most identified 
by studies as playing a major role in a business’ 
demise is a lack of a unique, consistent, and 
compelling message.



One such study, conducted by the famed 
Wharton School Of Business at the University of 
Pennsylvania, came to this very simple 
conclusion:

“Best results are inextricably 
linked to your message.” 



Business downturns or stagnation often occurs 
because the owners or managers:

• Either don’t know, or plumb forgot, that 
customers make the choices based on 
differences

• Are so unskilled in articulating the benefits 
they bring to their customers, they fail to 
interest people into considering their product 
or company



“…business is infested by 
men and women who 

cannot write… They 
are as helpless as a deaf 
mute on the stage of the 
Metropolitan Opera”

David Ogilvy
Advertising and Copywriting 

Legend and one of the real life 
“Mad Men”

Effective copywriting can be learned…
but you must practice, practice, practice.



About seven-out-of-ten small businesses just can’t 
explain their value and benefits to prospective 
buyers.  And that’s sad.

You see, entrepreneurs and business owners know 
their businesses inside out, top to bottom.  The 
passion and knowledge is in their heads and in 
their hearts, but doesn’t get properly 
communicated.

That’s why you, as a



That’s why you, as a savvy business pro invests 
time and (a little) money to get the know-how and 
the training so that you can beat the odds, rise to 
the top and enjoy the rewards having a successful 
business brings you.

So, without further ado, let’s plunge into some 
ways to make your communication with prospects 
and customers memorable so they think of you 
and your company when the need arises. 



(Advanced Techniques)

Make It Memorable



Sales copy (or copywriting) at its best, is unlike 
any other form of writing.  It is a unique talent 
designed to communicate the value and benefits 
your product brings to the buyer.

Your message, consisting of words and 
images, helps people make informed 

decisions on how to improve their lives. 



Why Do We Write Copy?
• To tell our story

• To inform and educate

• To create desire

• To move to action

•To be remembered



Here are five very effective tricks of 
the trade.  Employ them to make 
your story easier to recall.

• Triples (The Power of Three)
• Alliterations
• Double-ups
• Unique Descriptors
• Playing With Numbers



Introducing
The POWER Of Three



• The Power Of Three (aka “Triples”)
The mind recalls groups of 3 better than 

anything else.  That’s why copywriters try to 
express a thought in a group of three.

• Ultimate Driving Machine (BMW)

• Quicker Picker Upper (Bounty)

• The Few. The Proud. The Marines.
• Imagination At Work (GE)

• Snap, Crackle, Pop! (Rice Krispies)



ON ADVERTSING:

“Make it simple.  
Make it memorable.  
Make it inviting to 
look at.  
Make it fun to read.”

Leo	Burnett
Advertising	Legend



Low Price.  No Pressure.  Guaranteed.

Triple In A Tag Line

Note:  This “Triple” is also Benefit-rich!



Alliterations are strings of words with 
the key words beginning with the same 
sound.  Alliterations aid recall and thus 

are a useful tool.

• “For going fast, going far, even for going 
formal”   (Datsun/Nissan Z)



Triple with Alliteration

Stop Messing With Tenants, Toilets and Trash! 

Note:  This “Triple” is Benefit-rich! – Starting to get the idea?



Double-Ups
Don’t just say it once.  Repeat yourself!

How often does a child hear “don’t repeat yourself”?  If 

that child was like me, pretty darn often.  Parents, 

teachers, coaches all had this fetish that saying something 
more than once was bad.

Hah!  Little did they know that I was going to grow up 

and be a copywriter, where repeating yourself (in the right 
way) is good.



Putting two words back-to-back whose meaning is 

essentially the same is a way of emphasizing, 
reinforcing and aiding in recall.  I’m not a big fan of 
repeating the same word, but when it comes to virtual 

synonyms – count me in.  Here are some examples:

• Absolutely, positively…

• Unbelievable, amazing…

• Revolutionary, new...
• Peaceful, tranquil...

• Exciting, electrifying...

There, now you try some.  It’s easy.  Then 



Unique/Unexpected Descriptors

Using word groups or symbols that most people 

aren’t “ready for” helps in recall.  The words are 
different enough to grab attention but not so odd 
that people can’t immediately figure out the 

meaning.

• Mmm, Mmm Good! (Campbell’s Soup)

• Kookoo for Cocoa Puffs (General Mills)

• Little White Squiggle On Top! (Hostess Cupcakes)

• Rocky Mountain Water! (Coor’s Beer)

• (New York State)



A Good Title 
Makes It Memorable

Here’s a startling fact:  People react better to lists 
containing an odd number of items (like 3, 5, 7, 
9, 11) than they do to lists with even numbers 
(like 2, 4, 6, 8)  

• “3” and “7” are the most popular.  My first book was 
“The 7 Deadly Sins of Marketing”

• One notable exception is “10” (like the “Top 10…” 
or the “10 Most Outlandish Ideas Of The Year”)

Playing With Numbers



And don’t think for a minute that this tendency 
to react better to odd numbers than even, stops 
with the smaller numbers.  No.  It goes right on 
up the scale as far (without getting ridiculous 
about it) as you wish to take it.

• So, believe it or not, “99” and “101” work better as 
memory triggers than does an even 100.

• Why wasn’t the classic cult book/movie entitled 
“2000: A Space Odyssey”?  Maybe ecause “2001” 
rates higher on the Memorable Scale.

• People remember and believe you more when you 
tell them you have over 103,000 happy customers, 
than if you’d simply used the round “100,000”.




